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Proof. The proof relies on the following simple lemma:
[,emma 2.
For any set ~ of hyperplanes in general position in d-space, ]~0(~u is equal to the number of bounded cells of ~1(~').
Proof. If B e ~o(~e), then B is fully contained within some cell of ~r Since B is also contained in a simplex formed by some d + 1 hyperplanes of ~, it follows that this cell must be bounded. We claim that each bounded cell contains exactly one ball of ~0(~). Indeed, let C be a bounded cell of ~r and let B be the largest ball inscribed in C. The general position assumption is easily seen to imply that B is tangent to exactly d + 1 hyperplanes of ~, and straightforward analysis shows that B must therefore be the ball inscribed in the simplex S formed by these hyperplanes. This implies that B e~o(,,~). Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that C contains another ball B'e~o(g). Obviously, conv{BwB'} c C. Thus B' can be translated within C toward the center of B. This contradicts the fact that B' is inscribed in a simplex determined by d + 1 hyperplanes belonging to ~e.
[] Corollary 3.
Proof. (2) Lemma 2 also holds for homothetic copies of any fixed open convex body K. Thus, with an appropriately modified notion of general position, we obtain that the number of (d + 1)-tuples in A~ that determine a simplex S such that the largest homothet of K inscribed in S intersects exactly k elements of ~ is (3) A more geometric approach to proving the invariance of [~k(~,~)l was taken in I-N]: One considers the space of all n-tuples of hyperplanes in d-space not containing the origin, with a natural differentiable structure that it inherits as a product of copies of S a-1 x (0, ~), and observes that the set of tuples of hyperplanes which are not in general position can be viewed as a union of submanifolds of codimension at least one. To prove invariance, it is thus sufficient to show that a smooth motion of the hyperplanes that only encounters degeneracies of codimension one maintains the invariant across each such degeneracy. The latter statement is then proven by explicit enumeration of all possible degeneracies of codimension one. An alternative geometric proof begins by arguing that translating a hyperplane parallel to itself maintains the invariant across degeneracies. The argument is completed by an easy explicit computation of [~k(~,~f~) [ for any set A~ of hyperplanes in general position, in which orientations of the hyperplanes are prescribed, but one is free to choose their relative positions.
(4) We also mention a recent related result of Clarkson PC] that can be proven using methods employed in this paper. He shows that the number of local maxima on the k-level of an arrangement of n hyperplanes in general position in d-space is at most
Here the k-level is the boundary of the set of all points that have no more than k hyperplanes directly below them. Though seemingly unrelated, this quantity is in fact a generalization of I~kl. Namely, consider a set ~ of n hyperplanes in d-space. We construct a set ~f~' of 2n + 1 hyperplanes in (d § 1)-space as follows:
Identify d-space with the hyperplane ho defined by Xd+ 1 = 0. For each h e A~, let h', h" be the two hyperplanes in (d + 1)-space passing through h at 45 ~ with h0.
.~' consists of ho and of the hyperplanes h', h" corresponding to each hyperplane h ~ A(. It is easily checked that local maxima of the (n + 1 + k)-level in ~' = ~(~') stand in one-to-one correspondence with balls of ~dAP). For example, the n-level in ~' is just the hyperplane ho. The (n + 1)-level is the union of all facets of d' lying just above ho. The number of local maxima there is exactly the number of bounded cells of ~' lying above ho and touching it in a d-face, which is equal to the number of bounded cells of ~(A~), which in turn is equal to [~o(A~)l, by Lemma 2. The case k _> 1 is treated similarly. It is now easily checked that Clarkson's bound, applied to ~', yields an upper bound on I~k(,,~)l, which is the same as the (exact) bound given in Theorem 1.
